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The scope of the investigation was to f ind a mathematical descript ion of the
spectral intensity distr ibution within a single emission band of a luminescent
sol id (phosphor) and to examine whether composite emission curves could be
represented as the sum of a number of such functions. In this rvay i t  should be
possible to give an analyt ic representation of the emission curves in a mathema-
t ical ly closed form, by which the inf luence of several factors - such as the way
of preparation, the activator content, the grain size, the temperature, the way of
excitat ion etc. - on the emission spectrum could be expressed quanti tat ively by
means of the relat ions that exist between these factors and the parameters
determining the mathematical function. For this purpose a number of simple
emission spectra were plotted in the fol lowing ways:
I The intensity as a function of wa\,,e length F(À)
2 The intensity as a function of frequency or wave number ,0(rr)
3 The number of emitted photons as a function of frequency P(").
Al l  the ways of representation mentioned have been applied by earl ier investiga-
tors, assuming, in the way of representation chosen, a single emission banrl to
be represented by a symmetrical Gauss curve. I lowever, a careful exarnination
(chapter  I )  showed that  a  s ing le  emiss ion band is  on ly  symmetr ica l  in  the lvave
num ber s cal e and is represented by the Gauss error function I(v) -A exp l-B(r - ro)" ) ,
where the parameters have a simple physical meaning.
In  chapter  [ I  a  c lescr ip t ion o f  the measur ing dev ice together  wi th  deta i ls  o f  the
experimental technique is given. The emission curves of a numberof phosphors,
determined ert temperatures varying between 20oK and about 600oK, were
analvsed with the aid of Gaussian functions. A number of examples demonstrates
that one function was needed for the tungstates (chapter I I I) ,  two for si lver and
copper activated sulphides (chapter IV), two and three for manganese activated
zinc si l icate and zinc beryl l ium si l icate respectively (chapter V), whereas the
halophosphates (chapter VI) needed three of these functions.
From the measured temperature dependence of the parameters of the Gauss
functions fol lows:
t The half intensity breadths and the peak wave numbers can be described by
l inear functions of temperature, with the exception of the region of the very
low temperatures (0-= 100oK)
2 The half intensity breadth always increases l inearly with temperaturel the
wave number of the peak, however, sometimes increases l inearly with
temperatrue (tungstates, halophosphates), sometimes remains nearly constant
(rvi l lemite), or decreases with temperature l(ZnrBe) rSiOa.l ' lnl .
3 Since the total intensity of the band is proport ional to the product of the half
inrensity breadth r?(I) and the peak intensity A(T), this total intensity can
be determined in a simple way from a measurement of. A(T), the ,?(7) being
determined in the analysis.
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The analysis of the emission spectra, measured at different temperatures, allows
to gain insight into the mechanism of luminescence. Exemples are given in
chapter IVrwhere it is shown that the same bands are emitted, though in different
intensity rat ios, when a ZnS.Cu phosphor is excited by photons and cathode
rays respectively and in chapter V, where the analysis of Èe emission bands of
willemite (OrL% Nln) shows that enerry transfer occurs between both the excited
states of the luminescent centre, which can be reasonably described with the aid
of the theory.
Investigating the cathodo-luminescence of ZnS.Cu, also the loss in efficiency
of the emitting layer was investigated as a function of the energy input (chapter
l{). The dependence of the emission spectrum on the grain size of ZnS;Ag was
also determined; the spectra of particles wiÈ mean grain sizes oÍ L2 and 4O p
showed no difference; accordingly an equal perfection of the lattice of both
fractions has to be assumed (chapter IV).
In chapter VII" has been examined which shape has to be expected for a single
emission band from a calculation on the basis of the zone model and the confi-
guration coordinate model respeetively. Taking the configuration coordinate
model as a starting-point, an approximative treatment shows that, at each
temperature of the emitting phosphor layer, the shape of a single emission band
is Gaussian. The relations derived in this treatment for the half intensity breadth
and the peak wave number as functions of the temperature are generally in good
agreement with the experiment.
From the experimental data a few characteristic constants have been determined
for the configuration coordinate model. From the same model the emission curve
of CaWOa.Pb was computed in a more rigorous way; the agreement with the
experiment is reasonable.
Taking into account the anharmonicity of the oscillators of the configuration
coordinate model, the theoretical results may be improved.
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